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have similarly been inaccessible. Given that most predators in nature are generalists and abundances (N i ), handling times (h i ), and counts of the number of feeding (n i ) and non-105 feeding (n 0 ) individuals observed during a snapshot survey of a focal predator population. 106 Wolf et al. (2015) subsequently showed this method's analytical estimator for the attack 107 rate on the i th prey to be equivalent to
(1)
We provide a new and simpler derivation in the SOM.
n 1 n 0 + n 1
which tends to 1 as a 1 , h 1 , or N 1 increase. The fraction of individuals observed to be feeding on a particular prey species during a snapshot survey will therefore increase the 115 higher the attack rate, the longer the handling time, or the more abundant the prey species 116 is ( Fig. 1A) . the more interference among predators there is, the larger the per capita attack rates must 125 be to maintain the same proportion of feeding individuals. For example, for a specialist 126 predator exhibiting a Beddington-DeAngelis response, the fraction of individuals expected 127 to be feeding at any point in time (Fig. 1B) is described by a binomial likelihood with a 128 probability of 'success' equaling 129 n 1 n 0 + n 1
Here jp reflects the per capita strength of the e↵ect of predator species p on the focal 130 predator j's feeding rate, and P p reflects its density. Note that predators can exhibit 131 facilitative e↵ects when < 0. Correspondingly, the fraction of feeding and non-feeding 132 individuals of a generalist predator population are described by a multinomial likelihood.
133
Fitting more complex models like the Beddington-DeAngelis model to estimate both 134 the attack rates and mutual predator e↵ects is not possible with only one feeding survey.
135
Rather, doing so requires replicate surveys that vary in predator densities. Specifically, 136 we require at least one more survey than the number of considered predator species. An 137 additional benefit of the statistical framework is that it permits us to evaluate the relative 138 performance of di↵erent models in describing empirical data using information theoretics 139 (e.g., AIC). Comparisons can thereby also be made to a simpler (non-functional) density-140 independent 'null' model in which survey-to-survey variation in prey-specific feeding rates 141 is determined not by variation in prey or predator abundances but rather by di↵erences in 142 handling times associated with variation in predator and prey body sizes (see SOM). 
154
Whelk densities are typically highest in patches within the mussel bed where mussels 155 have been removed by wave-induced disturbance (Plate 1; Navarrete, 1996). Patches large 156 enough not to be encroached by the surrounding mussel bed undergo a semi-deterministic Figure 1 : The probability that an individual predator feeding with a type II or Beddington-DeAngelis functional response will be observed in the process of feeding at any point in time (A) increases the higher its attack rate, the longer its handling time, and the more abundant its prey species is (eqn. 2), and (B) decreases with stronger intra-or interspecific interference among predator individuals (eqn. 3). Under the assumption that all individuals are independent and equivalent, this probability corresponds to the fraction of individuals that are expected to be observed feeding in a snapshot survey of the population. To quantify attack rates and predator dependence over the natural range of variation in 169 predator and prey densities, we first applied the observational approach to 10 naturally- of drilling, prying or consuming a prey item).
We used a manipulative caging experiment to assess predator dependence over a range 
Model-performance and parameter estimates 266
The Beddington-DeAngelis functional response entailing only intraspecific predator depen-267 dence was unambiguously the best-performing model for the unmanipulated patches; its 268 AIC c -weight, reflecting the conditional probability of it being the best-performing model, Table 1 : Comparison by AICc of all functional response models applied to (A) the unmanipulated patches, (B) the caging experiment, and (C) the manipulated patches (for which asterisks indicate models with patch-specific parameters). Note that it was not possible to fit the Beddington-DeAngelis model including both intra-and inter-specific e↵ects to the cages or to the manipulated patches on a patch-specific basis.
Model
AICc (Table 1B) . Nevertheless, in all three 274 cases the ratio-dependent and density-independent models performed substantially worse 275 than all other models.
276
As estimated assuming the Beddington-DeAngelis model, Nucella ostrina's prey-specific 277 per capita attack rates varied by up to 3 orders-of-magnitude within each of the three cases 278 (Fig. 3A) . Attack rates varied over almost 5 orders-of-magnitude across the three cases 279 overall. The range of variation in attack rates was similar in the two sets of patches where 280 N. ostrina was observed consuming 10 to 11 species. In the cages, by contrast, the subset of five prey species on which N. ostrina was observed feeding evidenced attack rates that 282 were 4 to 1004 times higher than in either set of patches. There was no rank-order corre-283 lation between the attack rates of the three cases (Table S10) , with a similar number of 284 prey evidencing attack rates that were relatively higher versus lower in one case compared 285 to another. In contrast, although Nucella ostrina's prey-specific feeding rates also varied 286 over 3 orders-of-magnitude, these were of similar magnitude and positively rank-correlated 287 across the three cases (Fig. 3B , Spearman's ⇢ 0.7, Table S10 ). Figure 3 : Nucella ostrina's prey-specific per capita attack rates and per predator feeding rates. (A) Per capita attack rate estimates assume a Beddington-DeAngelis functional response with only intraspecific predator e↵ects, and evidence no rank-order correlation between the three cases (Table S10 ). (B) Feeding rate estimates assume no functional response form and evidence positive rank-order correlations between all pairs of cases (Table S10 ). Estimates for the manipulated patches are those of the non-patch-specific model. Prey name abbreviations: Bg -Balanus glandula, Mt -Mytilus trossulus; see Table  S1 for others.
Estimates for the per capita magnitude of intraspecific predator dependence in Nucella 289 ostrina were larger for the two sets of patches than for the cages (Fig. 4A ), consistent 290 with the poorer discrimination among models by AIC c for the cages (Table 1) Recognizing that the answers to these two questions may not be the 305 same will be key to future progress. For example, predator dependence may be su ciently 306 weak that it has no appreciable e↵ect over the range of species abundances that actu- 
309
Strong evidence for weak predator dependence 310 Our study indicates that predator dependence as encapsulated by Beddington-DeAngelis 311 model characterizes Nucella ostrina's functional response the best, and that its e↵ects are 312 discernible over the species abundances and diversity of prey that this generalist predator 313 experiences in the field. The per capita strength of predator dependence was nonetheless 314 weak. This was most clearly evidenced by the relative performance of the next-best prey-tinguishing the functional responses of generalist and specialist predators is the variable
